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Impedance correction method of distance relay on high voltage
transmission line
Abstract. A distance protection relay plays a major role in faults detection in the electric transmission line. The fault resistance has an effect on the
fault location line and therefore the operation of a distance protection relay is not reliable. When a fault occurs in a transmission line, the current
increases and the fault must immediately to be located and eliminated. Many methods have been used. In this work, a new method of compensation
is proposed based on the fault impedance calculation to correct the performance of the distance relay. We use the Mho distance relay characteristics
to protect the high voltage transmission lines by digital technology. The MATLAB software is used for modeling the relay characteristics. The aim of
this article is to compare the results obtained by our proposed method with the traditional and resistance compensation methods.
Streszczenie. Przedstawiono nową metode obliczania impedancji spowodowanej uszkodzeniem w celu określenia lokalizacji tego błędu.
Wykorzystano charakterystykę przekaźnika typu Mho do ochrony linii wysokiego napięcia metoda cyfrową. Porównano metodę z tradycyjną metoda
bazującą na analizie rezystancji. (Metoda analizy impedancji w zastosowaniu do zabezpieczeń linii wysokiego napięcia)
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Słowa kluczowe: uszkodzenia linii wysokiego napięcia, lokalizacja uszkodzeń, analiza impedancji

Introduction
When the electrical fault occurs in transmission line, the
distance protection is a main objective for the electrical
network stability. The development of high-speed protection
systems must meet these requirements.
The distance protection relay is designed to operate
only for faults occurring in transmission line [1], [2], [3]. The
distance relay calculate the impedance of the line
permanently from the values of voltages and currents
measured by the measurement transformers. This relay is
based in percentages of impedances, which allowing locate
the fault current and eliminate it.
When an electric fault appears on the line, an electric
arc occurs, its resistance influences to locate this fault and
may cause mal operation of the distance relay [4], [5].
Currently, the most used method of overhead line fault
location is to determine the apparent reactance of the line
during the time that the fault current is flowing and to
convert the Ohmic result into a distance based on the
parameters of the line [6], [7]. It is widely recognized that
this method is subject to errors when the fault resistance is
high and the line is fed from both ends.
Many compensation methods based on fault resistance
calculation are used [4], [8]. An adaptive distance relaying
scheme is used to eliminate the effect of fault resistance on
distance relay zone reach. The fault resistance is calculated
by using simple equation considering contribution from
remote terminal current and equivalent sequence network
[9], [10]. In [11] a compensation method based on fault
resistance calculation is presented. The fault resistance
calculation is based on monitoring the active power at the
relay point.
In this paper, using a new proposed technique, the fault
location in high voltage transmission line will be improved
by decreasing the error caused by the arc resistance. This
technique measure the correct value of impedance during
the electrical fault by compensating the fault resistance
effect. The proposed method corrects the line impedance
from the distance relay to the fault point. We are going to
apply this technique using the simple reactance method and
the Takagi method. The obtained results of the developed
algorithm is compared with the algorithm designed for
standard and other proposed algorithm are included and
discussed.
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Principle and characteristic of mho distance relay
The mho relay measure the values of voltages and
currents and permanently calculate the line impedance. It
compare this impedance with the known impedance of the
line, if it is inferior to the latter, a fault is detected. The relay
give the order to the circuit breaker to open
(see Figure 1).

Zs
Is

Vs
Relay

Zapp=Vs/Is

Fig. 1: Mho distance relay principle.

The fault voltage Vs and fault current Is allows to
measure the electric fault distance.
In practice, the electric fault is not 100% located,
due to the measurement errors, transformations errors,
imprecision of the line impedance and the fault resistance.
The characteristic of the mho distance relay is a circular
characteristic (see Figure 2).
Reactance
Line characteristic

Zone 3

Zone 2

Zone 1

Resistance
Fig 2: Mho Relay characteristic.
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The line is divided into 3 zones where the 1st zone
covers 80% of the line impedance, the 2nd zone covers
120% and the 3rd zone covers 150% with the assignment
of a time delay to each zone. The electrical fault is
eliminated after t1 if it occurs in zone 1, after t2 in zone 2
and after t3 in zone 3 (see Figure 3).

A. Single-phase-to-ground fault
If the fault is considered in phase (a) with ground, the
source current

IS

is given by the following expression:

I S  I Sa  k0 I R

(5)

The residual current
Time
Zone 2
Zone 1

where

I Sa , I Sb , I Sc

Distance

Protection

The ground factor

Fig. 3: Division of distance protection zones.

Fault location methods
There are many methods for locating faults occurring at
a distance m in a transmission line [6], [7]. In this work, we
assume that the current and voltage waves are sinusoidal
after the fault. The signals are filtered and sampled. Two
proposed methods, based on the use of measurements of
the fundamental component of current and voltage signals
at one end of the line, source S (see Figure 4).
VS

where

Z 0L

If

Source S

Source R
(Grid)

Rf

Fig. 4: Fault in transmission line at a distance m.

The calculation of fault location

VS  mZ1L I S  R f I f

VSa , VSb

The value of the impedance

Z app

Z app 

I
VS
 mZ1L  R f f
IS
IS

Fault location simple reactance method
To minimize the effect of
imaginary part of

Z app .

Rf I f

term, we take only the

Equation (2) can be written as

follows [1], [6]:

V 
Im( Z app )  Im  S   m1 Im( Z1L )
 IS 
The fault location

m1

using reactance method is

expressed as follows:
(4)

V 
Im  S 
I
m1   S 
Im( Z1L )

and

VSc

are respectively the simple

B. Phase-to-phase fault
If the fault is considered in phase (a) with phase (b), the
fault location

m1

is expressed by:

 V V 
Im  Sa Sb 
I I
m1   Sa Sb 
Im  Z1L 

C. Three-phase fault
The fault location

measured from the

source S can be determined by dividing the equation (1) by
the measured current IS.

is expressed as

voltage of phase (a), phase (b) and phase (c).

(9)

where Z1L, Rf, Is, Vs, If and m, are respectively the positive
line impedance, fault arc resistance, current at source S,
voltage at source S, fault current and fault location.

m1

 VSa

Im 

I Sa  k0 I R 

m1 
Im( Z1L )

From Figure 4, we can write the following equation:
(1)

Z 0 L  Z1L
3Z1L

follows:

where

IS

is given by:

is the zero sequence line impedance.

VR

m

k0

k0 

(7)

(8)

(3)

are respectively the current of phase

(a), phase (b) and phase (c).

A

(2)

is given by:

I R  I Sa  I Sb  I Sc

(6)

Zone 3

t3
t2
t1

IR

m1

is given by

 V  VSb 
Im  Sa

 I Sa  I Sb 
m1 
Im( Z1L )

(10)

Fault location Takagi method
The method requires pre-fault and fault data [7]. It improves
upon the simple reactance method by reducing load flow
effect and minimize the fault resistance effect.
We note that:

I S  I Sf  I S

(11)
where

I Sf

and

IS

are respectively the current fault at

source S and the pre-current at source S.
Multiply both sides of equation (1) by the complex conjugate
of

I S

(12)

and take the imaginary part we give:

Im(VS I S* )  m2 Im  Z1L I S I S*   R f Im( I f I S* )
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If the system is homogeneous, the angle of Is is the
same as the angle of If . The calculation of fault location

m2

using proposed method is expressed by:

(13)

m2 

Im(VS I S* )
Im  Z1L I S I S* 

m2

using proposed method is expressed as

m2 

Im(VSa I S* )
Im  Z1L I Sa I S* 

(15)

m2

m2 

Rcomp1  Rapp  R fault1  m1 Re( Z1L )

(22)

X comp1  m1 Im( Z1L )  X app

(23)

R1relay  Rcomp1

(24)

X 1relay  X app
R1relay and X 1relay are

respectively the resistance

and reactance calculated by the relay using the reactance
method.
The compensation is only on the resistance using the
resistance method.

m2

can be written as follows:

Im((VSa  VSc )I S* )
Im  Z1L ( I Sa  I Sc )I S* 

Apparent impedance see by the conventional relay
The apparent impedance see by the conventional relay
is expressed by:

Z app 

(17)

(21)

where

C. Three-phase fault

(16)

R fault1  Rapp  m1 Re( Z1L )

is given by:

Im((VSa  VSb )I S* )
m2 
Im  Z1L ( I Sa  I Sb )I S* 

The fault location

(20)

The resistance and reactance see by the relay are:

B. Phase-to-phase fault
If the fault is considered in phase (a) with phase (b), the
fault location

using fault location reactance method by the

following expressions:

follows:
(14)

m1

location

A. Single-phase-to-ground fault
If the fault is considered in phase (a) with ground, the
fault location

In order to compensate the apparent resistance Rapp , it
will be subtracted with the fault resistance Rfault1 as shown
in equation (21). The estimated fault resistance Rfault1, the
compensated apparent resistance Rcomp1
and the
compensated reactance Xcomp1 are given using the fault

VS
 Rapp  jX app
IS

RArelay  Rapp

(19)

XArelay  X app

In order to compensate the apparent resistance
will be subtracted with the fault resistance

Rcamp 2

R fault 2

The compensated reactance

X camp 2 as

and

the

compensated

reactance

X camp 2

The resistance compensation method
This part presents the technics applied to compensate
the fault resistance effect on the accuracy of impedance
measurement. The process begins with determining the
fault location during the occurrence of fault. The most used
technique to locate the fault in a transmission line is a
technique based on the impedance calculated from the
measured currents and voltages.
We have presented previously the proposed method to
locate the fault in transmission line.
When the fault is localized, the relay calculate the fault
resistance. The next step is to compensate the effect of this
resistance in Mho distance relay. We first measure the
apparent impedance at the relay point by using

(25)

R fault 2  Rapp  m2 Re( Z1L )

(26)

Rcomp 2  Rapp  R fault 2  m2 Re( Z1L )

(27)

X comp 2  m2 Im( Z1L )

XArelay

are respectively the resistance

Equation (17). The measured apparent resistance

Rapp

and reactance Xapp are the real and imaginary values of
impedance Zapp , respectively.
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m2 .

The estimated fault resistance R fault 2 , the compensated

and reactance calculated by the conventional numerical
relay.

and

m2

shown in

equation (27), is calculated by using the fault location

resistance

RArelay

it

to obtain

as shown in equation (26) using fault location

apparent

where

Rapp

calculated by Takagi method in equations (14) and (15).

The resistance and reactance see by the relay are:
(18)

Proposed distance protection correction
This part presents the technic applied to compensate
fault resistance and fault reactance effect on the accuracy
of impedance measurement. The compensation is
proposed on the resistance and the reactance using Takagi
method.

Rcamp 2

are given using the proposed method

by:

The resistance and reactance see by the relay are:
(28)

R 2relay  Rcomp 2

(29)

X 2 relay  X comp 2

where

R 2relay

and

X 2 relay

are respectively the resistance

and reactance calculated by the relay using the proposed
method.
Here, the compensation of resistance and reactance is
used.
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Simulation
The simulation and the protection algorithm were
performed using the MATLAB software. The study network
is carried out for two transmission lines with 400 kV double
fed. The proposed transmission line to protect is 100 km
and the adjacent line is also of 100 km. Source S and
source R, are with resistance of 2.5 Ω and reactance of
9.42 Ω. The voltage phase of source S and source R, are
respectively 0° and 20°. The circuit is presented in Figure 5.
The following Table 1 contains the parameters of the
transmission lines.
Table 1. The parameters of the transmission lines
Parameters
Resistance
Reactance
[Ω/km]
[Ω/km]
Zero sequence
0.275
1.0265
Positive sequence
0.0276
0.315

Capacitance
[nF/km]
8.50
13.00

The zones of protection of the relay are defined at 80%
of line 1 as zone 1, 100% of line 1 and 20% of line 2 as
zone 2 and 100% of line 1 and 50% of line 2 as zone 3.
The faults were applied at several distances in the line
from relay location with 20 Ω fault resistance (Rf). The first
fault is applied at 70 km of the line situate in zone 1, the
second in zone 2, is applied at 108 km of the line situate
and the third is applied at 135 km of the line situate in zone
3.
A

Conn1 Conn2

Conn1 Conn2

A

B

Conn3 Conn4

Conn3 Conn4

B

C

Conn5 Conn6

Conn5 Conn6

C

Three-Phase Source S Subsystem

LINE1

Subsystem1 Three-Phase Source R

LINE2
com
A
B

Fault
initiation1

Figure 6 shows the result obtained by the relay when
applied the resistance compensation method. We can see
the fault is seen in zone 2 by the relay, the relay cannot
make a correct decision. When applied the proposed
method, we can see that the fault is seen in zone 1 by the
relay and the relay make a correct decision. The proposed
method can select the zone fault as indicated in Figure 6
and the fault is detected in zone 1.
The final impedance values are shown in the Table 2.
Table 2. The final impedance values for a fault in zone 1
Imped. seen by the relay
Resistance [Ω]
Reactance [Ω]
With zero fault resistance
1.93
21.99
RA = 20.20
XA = 27.45
Without Compensation
relay

Resistance Compensation

R1relay = 2.41

X 1relay = 27.45

Protection Correction

R 2relay = 2.13

X 2 relay = 24.26

Figure 7 represents the results obtained by the relay for
a single phase fault in zone 2. We can see that the fault
resistance affects the distance protection (the fault is seen
over zone 3), the relay cannot make a correct decision.
Figure 7 shows the result obtained by the relay when
applied the resistance compensation method. We can see
the fault is seen in zone 3 by the relay, the relay cannot
make a correct decision. When applied the proposed
method, we can see that the fault is seen in zone 2 by the
relay and the relay make a correct decision.
The final impedance values are shown in the Table 3.
Table 3. The final impedance values for a fault in zone 2
Imped. seen by the relay
Resistance [Ω]
Reactance [Ω]
With zero fault resistance
2.98
33.92
RA = 28.12
XA = 43.43
Without Compensation
relay

C
Three-Phase Fault

R1relay = 3.81

X 1relay = 43.43

Protection Correction

R 2relay = 3.25

X 2 relay = 37.08

70
60

70
60

Reactance (Ohm)

Results and discussion
The results obtained are represented in the following for
the two methods which we used two most frequent faults;
single-phase fault and phase-to-phase fault.
A. Single-phase-to-ground fault
Figure 6 represents the results obtained by the relay for
a single phase fault in zone 1. We can see that the fault
resistance affects the distance protection (the fault is seen
in zone 3), the relay cannot make a correct decision.

relay

Resistance Compensation

Fig. 5: Matlab / Simulink view of transmission line.
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Fig. 7: Fault applied at 108 km from relay location (in zone 2)
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Fig. 6: Fault applied at 70 km from relay location (in zone 1)

In this case, we can apply the compensation method for
the correction of the distance protection, this method makes
the distance relay more selective and instantaneous.

The proposed method can select the zone fault as indicated
in Figure 7 and the fault is detected in zone 2.
Figure 8 represents the results obtained by the relay for
a single phase fault in zone 3. We can see that the fault
resistance affects the distance protection (the fault is seen
over zone 3), the relay cannot make a correct decision.
Figure 8 shows the result obtained by the relay when
applied the resistance compensation method. We can see
the fault is seen over zone 3 by the relay, the relay cannot
make a correct decision. When applied the proposed
method, we can see that the fault is seen in zone 3 by the
relay and the relay make a correct decision. The proposed
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method can select the zone fault as indicated in Figure 8
and the fault is detected in zone 3.
70

Table 5. The final impedance values for a fault in zone 1
Imped. seen by the relay
Resistance [Ω]
Reactance [Ω]
With zero fault resistance
1.93
21.99
RA = 19.07
XA = 25.31
Without Compensation
relay

60



Reactance (Ohm)

50

Zone 3

40

Zone 2







Resistance Compensation

R1relay = 2.22

X 1relay = 25.31

Protection Correction

R 2relay = 1.94

X 2 relay = 22.08

Figure 10 represents the results obtained by the relay
for a double phase fault in zone 2.
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Correct Method Final Value
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70

Resistance (Ohm)
Fig. 8: Fault applied at 135 km from relay location (in zone 3).

Reactance (Ohm)

Resist Compensation

10

The final impedance values are shown in the Table 4.

relay

relay

Resistance Compensation

R1relay = 5.06

X 1relay = 57.68

Protection Correction

R 2relay = 4.09

X 2 relay = 46.65

B. Phase-to-phase fault
Figure 9 represents the results obtained by the relay for
a double phase fault in zone 1. We can see that the fault
resistance affects the distance protection (the fault is seen
in zone 2), the relay cannot make a correct decision.
In this case, we can apply the compensation method for
the correction of the distance protection, this method makes
the distance relay more selective and instantaneous.
Figure 9 shows the result obtained by the relay when
applied the resistance compensation method. We can see
the fault is seen in zone 2 by the relay, the relay cannot
make a correct decision. When applied the proposed
method, we can see that the fault is seen in zone 1 by the
relay and the relay make a correct decision. The proposed
method can select the zone fault as indicated in Figure 9
and the fault is detected in zone 1.
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Fig. 10: Fault applied at 108 km from relay location (in zone 2)

We can see that the fault resistance affects the distance
protection (the fault is seen over zone 3), the relay cannot
make a correct decision.
Figure 10 shows the result obtained by the relay when
applied the resistance compensation method. We can see
the fault is seen in zone 3 by the relay, the relay cannot
make a correct decision. When applied the proposed
method, we can see that the fault is seen in zone 2 by the
relay and the relay make a correct decision. The proposed
method can select the zone fault as indicated in Figure 10
and the fault is detected in zone 2.
The final impedance values are shown in the Table 6.
Table 6. The final impedance values for a fault in zone 2
Imped. seen by the relay
Resistance [Ω]
Reactance [Ω]
With zero fault resistance
2.98
33.92
RA = 25.94
XA = 40.10
Without Compensation
relay

relay

Resistance Compensation

R1relay = 3.52

X 1relay = 40.10

Protection Correction

R 2relay = 2.99

X 2 relay = 34.07
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Table 4. The final impedance values for a fault in zone 3
Imped. seen by the relay
Resistance [Ω]
Reactance [Ω]
With zero fault resistance
3.72
42.41
RA = 38.44
XA = 57.68
Without Compensation
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Fig. 9: Fault applied at 70 km from relay location (in zone 1)

The final impedance values are shown in the Table 5.
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Fig. 11: Fault applied at 135 km from relay location (in zone 3)
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The final impedance values are shown in the Table 7.
Table 7. The final impedance values for a fault in zone 3
Imped. seen by the relay
Resistance [Ω]
Reactance [Ω]
With zero fault resistance
3.72
42.41
RA = 34.15
XA = 52.32
Without Compensation
relay

relay

Resistance Compensation

R1relay = 4.59

X 1relay = 52.32

Protection Correction

R 2relay = 3.73

X 2 relay = 42.55

Figure 11 represents the results obtained by the relay
for a double phase fault in zone 3. We can see that the fault
resistance affects the distance protection (the fault is seen
over zone 3), the relay cannot make a correct decision.
Figure 11 shows the result obtained by the relay when
applied the resistance compensation method. We can see
the fault is seen over zone 3 by the relay, the relay cannot
make a correct decision. When applied the proposed
method, we can see that the fault is seen in zone 3 by the
relay and the relay make a correct decision. The proposed
method can select the zone fault as indicated in Figure 11
and the fault is detected in zone 3.
Conclusion
In case of arc fault, the operation of the distance
protection relay is examined. It shows that if an arc fault
occurs at the end of each zone, for example zone 1, the
distance relay will take the error on the fault location and
see the fault in the second or the third zone, so that the
relay cannot work selectively and instantaneously. We
proposed a method to correct the distance protection relay.
This method gives good results and makes distance
protection more selective and instantaneous compared with
traditional and resistance compensation methods.
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